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It Took A Woman In The Pulpit
It was 1995-ish. I was twenty
six years old, working and
living in Minneapolis. After
two bare-bones years of nonprofit work on the north side
of the city, and five years of
involvement in various activist causes, I was burnt out,
cynical, and ready for a dental
plan. I managed to get a job as
an editorial illustrator and graphic designer at a weekly paper called The City Pages. Got the dental plan.
Rent was easier to pay. I left behind my tutoring, peace
marches, and work with kids who were kicked out of
school. I paid attention to politics, but had little desire
to get involved. I was working with hipster people my
age, able to play a lot of fantastic ‘local area network’
(LAN) video games, and every Friday we’d get beer for
the design department—I’d start the weekend off with
a smash. I had complimentary tickets to First Avenue
(a world-famous music club downtown) whenever I
wanted. I had offers to begin learning html (web design coding) and to do more high profile editorial illustration regionally, perhaps on a national stage. I
was playing ultimate frisbee tournaments all over the
country and able to pay for my own plane tickets.
Just when things were going really great, I got a call
from Pastor Hans Lee at Our Saviour’s Lutheran Church
in South Minneapolis. His dad and my dad were on a
ministry team at a large Lutheran Church in Milwaukee
when we were growing up. We had a nice chat, talking
about family connections and church memories. At
the end of the conversation, Hans said something like,
‘Well, I don’t know where you are with your Christian
faith (I was nowhere with it), but from talking to you
and your Dad I know what you value. You should come
down to church some Sunday, Dan. I think you’ll see a
lot of yourself in what we’ve got going on.” I knew that
part was coming: the church invite. But as Hans did so,
I realized I was, in fact, going to go. I didn’t attend right
away. I think I waited several weeks.

But one spring Sunday morning, after a heavy rain the
night before, I walked about
six blocks south of my apartment to the old Lutheran Social Services building, where
Our Saviour’s was currently
holding services. Their main
church building had burned
down a few years before. Until they could rebuild, LSS hosted Our Saviour’s weekly
worship in their chapel. I walked in and was surprised
to see a very diverse body of Christ, with a critical mass
of people my age. Hans was not preaching that day.
His colleague, Pastor Janet Tidemann, delivered the
sermon. After all my years growing up in the church,
I never actually heard the gospel of grace until Pastor
Janet handed it over that morning. During my work
in activist causes I didn’t possess a wellspring of joy,
forgiveness, and rest to balance out my agitations for
justice. I wept, and knew immediately I was going to
seminary. It was pretty damn close to an altar call. If
Pastor Janet had invited me to do so, I would have
sprinted right up to the table.
As we celebrate the 50th anniversary of Women’s Ordination, the ordination of Women of Color, and the Ordination of LGBTQ+ pastors in the ELCA this year, I can’t
help but think of Janet. I can’t help but give thanks to
God for what she gave me that morning. Janet was
a trailblazer, part of the mid-1970’s newly-ordained
women’s cohort in the Lutheran Church. She served in
east Africa as a missionary and then as a pastor in the
states. She and her husband, Pastor Paul Tidemann,
fought for LGBTQ+ full inclusion long before it was
accepted. It was at Paul’s congregation, St. Paul Reformation, where Pastor Anita Hill was extraordinarily
ordained, paving the way for the eventual 2009 vote
in the ELCA. Janet fully supported my call process, and
Clare and I became members of Our Saviour’s. I recall
her quiet but insistent sermons about God’s mercy,
justice, and reconciliation. I recall the way she would
Continued on next page
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Woman in the Pulpit, continued

pray for me, and how she challenged me to hand over my gifts to the
world with joy, intention, and a reminder that it was not all on my
shoulders.
Pastor Janet died last year, in March, at the age of 77. As I am educated about the barriers Janet and so many other women faced, I am
by turns furious, saddened, and immensely grateful. Furious that so
many called women, for so many years, were denied the chance to
serve God’s church as Janet did. Saddened that all people—women,
men, children, elders, societal institutions, and churches—were denied faith-rooted, woman-centered perspectives for thousands of
years. And I am immensely grateful that enough brave and courageous work has been done by women and their allies so someone like
Janet was in the pulpit on that day when I chanced a visit to church.
If it weren’t for Janet and her delivering God’s words of grace, I’m not
sure I’d be your pastor. If it weren’t for Janet and her delivering God’s
words of grace, I’m not sure I would be living the abundant life I am
living right now.

Grace youth in middle school and high school gathered to peel,
chop, sauté, and simmer soups to sell.
Thanks to all who pre-ordered soup. We had orders for 80 quarts! And, we even sold a few more
on Sunday at the luncheon. The money will be
used for a fresh coat of paint and new flooring for
the Sunday school rooms.
The luncheon featured eight different soups to
sample, thanks to soup makers throughout the congregation. We appreciate all who contributed their cooking. The meal was topped off
with Groundhog Day cupcakes and a big cake to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of Lutheran women’s ordination.
Many thanks to all the volunteers from cooking to clean up!

Janet, as a member of the Communion of Saints, I pray in thanksgiving for you. I honor you. I remember you. And I ask that you pray for
us, we who still have so much work to do to in respecting, welcoming, and working for justice with women, women of color, and our
LGBTQ+ siblings in this broken and beautiful world. It took you in the
pulpit that day. And it takes God’s grace in our lives, every day.
Pastor Daniel

“Making Sense of the Cross”
Join fellow Christians in a Lenten Study of David Lose book,
“Making Sense of the Cross”
During Lent, the Evanston Covenant churches will offer three sessions
to explore the book “Making Sense of the Cross,” by David Lose. This is
a great opportunity to do reflecting on the Lenten story. The sessions
will offer dialogue and discussion with members of other churches in
the organization.
The focus of the book deals with questions such as: So what’s with the
cross? What does the cross say about God? What’s the big deal? Did
Jesus have to die?
Sessions will take place on Sundays: March 1st at St. Nick’s; March
8th at Grace; and March 15 at Immanuel Lutheran; all taking place
from 3:30 to 4:30 pm.
Books will be made available for
purchase or you can order your
own. If you are interested in participating, please contact Eldon
DeWeerth (315/982-0059) or Connie Wood (847/869-2289).
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New Grace Members
My Story - by Holly Friedman
My life’s journey has taken a number of unexpected twists and turns
over the years. I was born in Chicago during a blizzard, grew up in
Skokie and lived in Glenview for approximately 15 years. I was raised
in the Jewish tradition, although my family was not religious.
My family, consisting of my mom, dad, sister and myself, were very
close. Mom passed away at the age of 62 after suffering a major
stroke. My sister and I were both in our mid 20‘s when we lost her. My
sister, father and I turned to each other for comfort. The next devastating event occurred in August,1995 when my sister was diagnosed
with stage 3 ovarian cancer. I had been particularly close to my father
all of my life. He was the rock I could depend on when I needed help
“figuring things out.” Dad passed away after a brief, but painful illness
in December, 1995, just two weeks shy of his 80th birthday, after a
brief, but painful illness.
Losing my father, and faced with the prospect of losing my sister, I
was devastated. Needless to say 1995 was a traumatic year for my
family. But my sister and I still had each other, at least for the time being. Then, after a five year valiant battle with ovarian cancer and three
temporary remissions, she passed away in November, 2000.
I was feeling incredibly lost and depressed. How did it happen that I was
the last one left in my family? What was God’s plan for me? Although I
would describe myself as being non-religious at the time, I have always
been a firm believer in God, and hoped he/she would guide my path
forward to give my remaining life meaning and purpose.
It was during this challenging time that Judy Bond and Bill Eyring
stepped up to help me deal with the deep sense of loss and emptiness I was feeling. Judy and I had been colleagues at G.D. Searle/Pharmacia for many years. Our business relationship evolved into a deep
and enduring friendship. Over the years I have come to appreciate
Judy as my “sister of the heart.”
One Sunday Judy and Bill invited me to join them for worship at United Church of Rogers Park. I was very moved by the sermon and left
the church that day feeling emotionally uplifted. I continued to join
them for church every Sunday for a year before I made the decision to
officially become a Christian, and I was baptized in 2003.
I was an Associate Director of Clinical Data Management at Searle/
Pharmacia in 2003 when my job ended following Pfizer’s acquisition
of the company with the announcement that the Chicago sites were
to be closed. I have always been fascinated by the drug development
process. The Clinical Data Management departments of pharmaceutical/biotech companies play a very important role in the process by
managing all of the data collected and analyzed in the clinical trials
that are essential in getting new medicines approved by the FDA.
My career had always been a calming influence in my life. Dealing
with major illness in the family and loss, my challenging career provided an opportunity to re-focus my attention away from the more
painful aspects of my life. With my job ending in Chicago after 34
years, I was ready for change and the opportunity to begin a new life.
I always assumed that eventually I would need to leave the Chicago
area to further my career, but always envisioned a move to the East

Coast. Moving to the earthquake capital of mainland U.S., California,
was something I swore I would never do. However, when I was offered a great opportunity to work for the company that started the
biotech industry, Genentech, Inc. located in South San Francisco, the
offer was too tempting to refuse. And so I swallowed my earthquake
fears, packed bags and kitty, and moved to the town of Millbrae, in
an area known as the “peninsula” in the San Francisco Bay area. I was
a Senior Manager of Clinical Data Management at Genentech for the
next 15 years until I retired from the company in August 2018.
Interestingly, in all the years I lived in Northern California I never personally experienced an earthquake, although I was living just three
blocks from the San Andreas Fault! However, I did learn to fear the
devastating wild fires that unfortunately have become a way of life
in the state. Regardless of where the fires were burning in Northern
California, the resulting acrid smoke covered the entire bay area so
there was no escape. Firefighters around the world who valiantly
fight these climate-change-related fires at great personal sacrifice are
among our greatest heroes.
I had always planned to move back to Chicago after retirement. I finally came back to my home town in June, 2019. Once again, Judy
and Bill invited me to join them for Sunday service at Grace Lutheran Church. Pastor Dan and his message, delivered with passion and
conviction week after week, impressed and inspired me in a way that
contributed to a re-awakening of my spirituality and sense of purpose. Pastor Dan’s message is
always thought provoking and
continues to resonate long after the Sunday service. I learned
that the values that have always
meant so much to me, including
integrity, honesty, social justice
and a deep appreciation of diversity, are values shared at Grace.
I tend to be shy and sometimes find it difficult to reach out to people. At Grace I found a warm and embracing church family that welcomed me with open arms. I am eternally grateful for the reception
I received, and I look forward to being a contributing member of the
church for many years to come. To end on an even more joyous note,
In January I adopted a rescue kitty whom I absolutely adore - she’s
purrfect in every way (I guess a new mom is entitled to be a bit prejudiced); Angel truly is a VERY special kitty!
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New Grace Members
New Members Jessica (Jesse) & Olivia Schimpff

New Members Rebecca (Becca), Josh and Henry

My name is Jesse, though many
of you probably know me better as “Olivia’s mom.” If I’m not
working and she’s not at school,
chances are, we’re together.
But when we’re not together,
I work in Human Resources for
a consulting firm and she goes
to preschool at the Evanston
District preschool. I’m originally
from Jupiter, FL, grew up mostly
in Minnesota, have lived in Chicago for about 13 years and
moved to the Skokie/Evanston
area just before Olivia was born (literally, 2 weeks before she was born
3 months earlier than expected). She just turned 5 a couple of weeks
ago and every day I’m amazed that I’m her mom.

Rebecca (Becca) Kohnken was raised in Skokie and grew up attending
Grace Lutheran Church with her parents Russ Kohnken and Christine
Collins. After graduating from Evanston Township High School, she
left home to attend the University of Rochester in upstate NY. Next,
Becca went to veterinary school
back in the Midwest at University of Wisconsin-Madison. This
led her to an interest in pathology, which she pursued at a
combined anatomic pathology
residency and PhD program at
The Ohio State University. Upon
graduating in 2017, she began
her career back in the north
suburbs of Chicago at AbbVie.
There she works as a veterinary
pathologist, ensuring the safety
of pharmaceutical drugs prior
to the start of clinical trials.

I was confirmed Lutheran and after trying out a few other churches,
I googled “progressive Chicago Lutheran churches” and an article
about Erik Christensen came up. I joined St Luke’s Church of Logan
Square for 8 years, but when I moved to Skokie just before Olivia was
born, I started thinking about finding a church closer to home. I even
thought about checking Grace out when I saw Pastor Daniel preach
at the wedding of Erik Christensen and Kerry Jenkins. It wasn’t until
almost 3 years later, when I was diagnosed with breast cancer, started
going through chemo and was too exhausted some Sundays to drag
myself out of bed early enough to get down to Logan Square that I finally got around to visiting Grace. It immediately felt welcoming and
everybody was so kind to both Olivia and me. We were both comfortable here very quickly. I’m in remission now and could make the trip
to Logan Square, but now Grace feels like home.
I was very happy to learn that Grace had such a well-established choir,
as I’ve sung in choirs for most of my life, including church and school
choirs/bands, jazz ensembles and a capella groups in school, as well
as community choirs. My mom was a music teacher and having been
surrounded by music since birth, I can’t imagine a life where I’m not
doing something in that realm.
In trying to dig up a picture of Olivia and me for this article, I realized that I take a LOT of pictures of her, but there are very few of us
together. Hence you’re getting a picture that’s about 2 years old and
I now have a goal of taking more pictures of us together.
We’re very thankful for all of the people we’ve gotten to known here
and I’m looking forward to Olivia growing up in this community.

Joshua (Josh) Heise grew up in southern Wisconsin attending St.
Paul's Lutheran Church in Janesville. He met Becca while they both
attended veterinary school in Madison. While in the Columbus, OH
area, Josh worked at a rural mixed-animal veterinary clinic. When Becca and Josh decided to move to the Chicago area, Josh began work
as a small-animal associated veterinarian at Becker Animal Hospital
in Northfield.
Shortly after returning to the area, Becca and Josh decided to start attending Grace, in part to spend time with Becca's parents, and also to
return to a routine appreciation of music and faith practice. Recently,
Becca reaffirmed her membership and supported the membership of
Josh.
Their son Henry was born in September of 2019. He smiles readily and laughs; he brings great joy to his parents and grandparents.
He gets along well with everyone, including his three furry brothers
Wendell, Sebastian, and Mika. Henry will be baptized into the Grace
family in the spring. The family lives in Highland Park and enjoy taking walks around the area, checking out local restaurants, and visiting
the Botanic Garden.

Editor's Note: Terra Solove is a new
member who, along with her wife
Chris Shepherd, will be writing more
about themselves in the next Harbinger issue.
Terra Solove LCSW, received The Nora
Cooney Compassionate Care Award on
January 29, 2020. It was awarded by
the Woman’s Board of Northwestern
Memorial Hospital for the care of Laurie Cancer Center patients. Terra is a social worker on the Palliative
Care Team at Northwestern Memorial Hospital.
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Thank you to all those who helped make the
Women’s Ordination Service a great celebration!
I want to thank the committee who began planning this service in
October 2019 and worked so hard to bring it to fruition: Beth Brady,
Anne Laurence, Marilyn Grinager Mason, Elizabeth Palmer, Kaari Reierson, Raquel Rodriguez, Zora Tallon Ruen, Carolyn Utech, and Aideyn Wilson. Anne, Carolyn, and I spent one afternoon at the ELCA
archives, going through 17 boxes of files on The Lutheran Women’s
Caucus. Carolyn, Anne, Marilyn and I worked for days on the Timeline,
getting photos, dates, and graphics together.
And special thanks go to Christine Collins for her design and sewing
of the beautiful banner, Clare Tallon Ruen for assembling the multigenerational dance group and teaching them a complicated dance
in a condensed period of time, our three women pastors – Elizabeth
Palmer, Kaari Reierson and Raquel Rodriguez – for leading us in worship, our women’s choir led by Christine Collins, Marie O’Brien for the
extra typing and time in producing the bulletin, and the steadfast
support of Pastor Daniel Ruen and Mark Bowman.
Rachel Stark Inch, Chair

Banner
The subject of the banner comes from the
first reading for the February 2 service, Exodus 15: 19-21. These verses describe Miriam, a
prophet and leader of the Israelites along with
her brothers Moses and Aaron, praising God
after Pharaoh’s army is destroyed at the Sea of
Reeds. She leads the women with timbrel (tambourine-like instrument) and dance, and sings
the Song of the Sea (or Song of Miriam).

Women’s Service Welcome Statement
Welcome to Grace Lutheran Church. I’m Rachel Stark Inch, a member
here, who has chaired the committee to plan this special service. This
year, the Evangelical Lutheran Church of America has urged congregations to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the ordination of
white women, the 40th anniversary of ordaining women of color, and
10 years of LGBTQIA+ individuals being able to serve freely. (There
will be a special service later in the year to celebrate that date.)
Grace Lutheran Church, initially a member of the Missouri Synod, has always had strong women in leadership roles, and women voted at Grace way before it
was “officially allowed.” Gretchen Leppke, former member, Carolyn Utech, a current member, and I were members of The
Lutheran Women’s Caucus, an activist group that advocated for full
participation of women in the church in the 70’s. However, the issues
in that first gathering went far beyond that – they included equal pay
for women parochial school teachers; concern for reproductive rights
and making abortion legal; racism and the recognition that women
of color were doubly oppressed for race and sex; concern about
third world poverty and oppression, and advocating for peace
in Viet Nam. (And, sadly, at that time, we were clueless to the issues of homophobia.) We encountered hatred from some, theological dogmatism about the “order of creation” and opposition
to women’s ordination based on selective Biblical interpretation
that Jesus only chose male disciples and St. Paul’s writing that
women should be submissive to men. Nevertheless, we persisted. And, we have indeed come a long way.
We honor and remember with gratitude all the women who
have nurtured us in our faith journeys – mothers who taught
us to pray and sing, Sunday School teachers, youth group leaders. We honor the faith and tenacity of women who felt the call
and pursued it, despite discrimination and scorn. All of us who
worked for the possibility of women’s ordination and including
women in public ministry did not imagine the richness of the
gifts women would bring to the church and to the world. And
we see how gender stereotyping hurts and binds our brothers
and LGBTQ individuals.

In Jewish religious tradition, Miriam is associated with a well that accompanies the Israelites
during their 40 years in the desert after escaping slavery in Egypt, providing them with water.
When Miriam died, the well dried up and the
community had no water.
In some modern Orthodox Jewish traditions, the Seder plate holds
a piece of fish (in addition to lamb and egg) in honor of Miriam, recognizing her association with water. Some feminist-inspired Seders
include a ritual cup of water set out to recognize Miriam.

But there is still work to do. Women still face obstacles to economic
advances, face fear from verbal put-downs and harassment, deal with
physical/sexual abuse, and suffer racism and the ravages of war.
Throughout it all, we see God’s hand faithful and steady, leading
us, guiding us, and strengthening us – through joys and sorrows,
through perils and difficulties we could never have endured without
God’s help.
Now, let us gather our thoughts and
center ourselves for worship. Take a
deep breath, close your eyes if you
wish, and listen to the prelude played
by Joanie Daye.
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Sermon for Celebration of 50 Years of Lutheran Women’s Ordination
Pastor Kaari Reierson
I’ve preached many times at Grace at this point. Pregnant and nonpregnant. Obnoxious child in the pew (anyone remember that?
Gus had better be a very easy adolescent). Children who had to be
dragged to church…, sleep-deprived, mourning my mother, celebrating my nephews.
But this occasion actually feels the most intimidating circumstance
under which I have been called upon to preach the Gospel at Grace.
You’ll note I hedged my bets when Rachel asked me which
Scripture passage to include and I asked her to keep all
three. Just keeping my options open, as they like to say.
How could I not include the Scripture that named Rachel’s
mother? And how could I leave out Miriam’s song when we
have a Miriam in our congregation?
This is intimidating because I don’t really feel worthy of the
task in the presence of women like Rachel. Or Raquel. Or Elizabeth Or
Connie. Or in the same sanctuary where Mildred Avery used to kvetch
about the baptismal font and Sy Reeves used to bless everyone with
her unfailing kindness. In which Taina gives her boys the basilisk stare
while she cuddles a niece on her lap. To stand in the pulpit where
gifted scholar Marianka Fousek occasionally preached. For those of
you who knew Marianka—don’t worry—I have no plans to match her
sermon duration. What can I be but thankful and grateful that women like Rachel and Carolyn Utech were on the front lines of the fight
to ordain women, even though they themselves were not ultimately
ordained.
It’s also intimidating because of the responsibility to the girls and
women in the congregation. Amelia. Zoe Raquel. Julia. Aideyn. Kayla.
And their children.
But in my internship, my supervisor, Ruth Drews, gave me a piece of
advice after my first sermon that I’ve tried to remember and live by. I
tried to downplay expectations the first time I preached. I was intimidated even though the congregation was mostly kids, and my sum
total of public speaking consisted of a maid of honor toast that I’d
given at a college friend’s wedding, but Ruth sat me down and said
“Don’t ever apologize for preaching the Gospel.” So here comes the
Gospel, folks.
Let’s start with Miriam, the rare woman in the Bible who gets a speaking part, who sings a song of praise after the Israelites are delivered
from Pharaoh’s army by God’s heroic intervention in history. Rabbinic
tradition suggests that Miriam was so certain that God would redeem
the nation of Israel, so certain of rescue, that she took her instruments
with her even as she was fleeing the tyranny of Egypt. The Talmud
considers Miriam one of the 7 major female prophets, but as far as
the Hebrew Bible is concerned the most important thing about her
seems to be that she was Moses and Aaron’s sister. Rabbinic tradition
also expressed the view that women held the faith and did not give
up hope in even the most trying of times. Miriam pictures life where
her people are not enslaved, and says “You know what… I think we’re
going to need a soundtrack for this.” So even though Moses constantly
expresses doubt to God, as do most of God’s anointed in the Hebrew
Bible, Miriam and the women are prepared for God’s deliverance. And

they were prepared to party.
This ability to envision another time in the midst of difficulty is essential to the faith of the nation of Israel. Who better than women can understand the tension between what has been promised and what is?
Who better than someone tasked with birthing and raising children
in the ancient world could understand that extravagant risk of loving
someone who could die (given infant mortality) so deeply, or of seeing the potential in God’s human being? Who but a mother
could accept a being as a gift a person who is such a pain
in the butt? Who but a woman who has experienced incessant sexual harassment and denigration because of gender
could envision a time in which this is not happening. Women, and people of color, and our GLBTQ brothers and sisters
and those who are experiencing the gap between what has
been promised and what is now, are the ones who can imagine a different time. Indeed, they have to. Doubt is a luxury.
This ability, that of keeping extravagant promise and discouraging
present in tension, is the means by which the woman who is hemorrhaging works up the audacity to touch Jesus. Keeping in mind that
women are not supposed to touch men at all. And definitely not men
who are strangers. And especially in public. And women’s bodily fluids? No one wants to talk about that. Nobody. Her act is a quadruple
whammy of “expressly forbidden by all that is righteous and proper.”
Everything about this story is so disturbing and offensive, yet the
hemorrhaging woman is a paradigm of faithfulness in the New Testament. Why does the woman identify herself? Surely no one but Jesus
knew who it was. And Jesus commends her for her audacity—your
faith has made you well. Your audacity in reaching out to touch me,
your ability to imagine being healed when you have been sick for so
long. That has healed you.
She could have slipped back into the crowd, rejoicing quietly that her
placement in society could be resumed. But instead she comes forward and in Mark’s words “told him the whole truth.” The whole truth
is shocking and forbidden, and yet the Gospel of Mark brings it out to
us and presents it to us.
What is your whole truth that people would be shocked to hear? What
is your whole truth of God’s extravagant promise in the face of a reality that does NOT seem full of promise? I don’t know that women who
are ordained in the past few years can fully appreciate the truth of the
male-ness of the church in the 90s. I’m not sure I could at the time.
Nor do I think I can ever fully understand the reality that met the first
women ordained. Twenty- five years ago my friend who arrived at the
first conference meeting of her first call at about age 25 or 26 and endured a steady diet of urinal jokes for most of the first few years and
a stalker who laid first flowers, and then pornographic pictures at the
door of the parsonage where she lived alone. I tell you what, though.
The pastor who cracked those jokes, by the way, also spearheaded my
friend’s election to dean of the conference. My whole truth is that the
first question I was asked by the male assistant to the bishop in the
Metro NY Synod when I went to talk about candidacy was “What are
your plans for marriage?” My truth is that all through the candidacy
process my committee kept asking me about a guy who had been
at my congregation for a year after I went to college even though
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I barely knew him. My truth is the ex-Missouri Synod pastor on my
candidacy committee who didn’t think women should be ordained.
But you know what else is my truth? My truth is Ruth Drews, who
told me I should never apologize for preaching the Gospel. My truth is
Marianka Fousek, who put my sermons under a microscope and often
gave me friendly abuse, but also told me when she thought it was a
good sermon. My truth is my amazing colleagues at the churchwide
office, John Stumme, who always supported me. And Rebecca Larson,
who told me on my shaky first day back after my first maternity leave
that family was first and work was second. And my truth is the community of Grace which first called me to preach.
This interlude of the hemorrhaging woman, between when Jesus
heals/brings back from the dead the daughter of the synagogue leader, is a deliberate rhetorical device on the part of Mark used to gnaw
at the question of whether God’s miraculous, saving grace applies to
only one ethnic group. Mark overturns Jewish and Gentile traditions
alike. Instead of allowing the woman to disappear into the crowd
and continue her life, reveling quietly in her healing, Mark brings the
woman to face Jesus and speak of the unspeakable. How many other
women in that crowd were suffering from similar alienation from society who were amazed and comforted by the truth that she told? How
many other women were ostracized but overheard and felt hope?
How many other people maybe imagined a different future thanks
to what they overheard that day? How many of us, hearing Jesus applaud the woman for her boldness come to the conclusion that we,
too, are called to be bold in claiming our grace?

If I bring this moment into the present day, I draw a direct line to the
#MeToo movement. In 2006 civil rights activist Tarana Burke, a woman
of color, began using the hashtag MeToo in order to encourage women to realize how pervasive sexual assault and sexual abuse truly was.
It took ten years for it to go viral. Ten. Years. Ten years before women
started coming out with their stories about Harvey Weinstein’s incessant sexual assault. The oldest allegations (and this is of someone willing to come forward) against Mr. Weinstein date from thirty years ago.
Thirty years with no public allegations. That’s long even by Hebrew
Bible standards. How many women experienced abuse and assault
at his hands because no one had a place in which to tell her whole
truth? How many women never felt safe again because there was no
safe place to tell anyone what was happening? How many women
left an industry they loved because that was the only way to avoid
their abuser?
This went on for three decades because there was nowhere for women to speak the whole truth.
This is how we form the body of Christ. With the words of a savior who
tells us “Do not fear, only believe,” who applauds those bold enough
to ask for grace.
On this momentous day, we are thankful for the mothers in the faith
who were audacious, and we speak the whole truth.
And keeping the faith with Miriam, imagining the day when the extravagant promise of God eclipses the present, we sing for joy.

Some of you may remember a newsletter article I wrote more than 10
years ago. It was some time in that hazy time of Gus’s first 3 ½ years of
life, when it had been about 4 years since I’d slept 8 hours consistently.
In the time since I’d last presided, Julia Shoaf had begun taking communion. She came up, I gave her a blessing, and then at my next trip
around the altar, she was still there. It took my sleep-deprived brain a
few beats for me to realize that Julia was asking for communion. Julia
was claiming her grace, despite her female pastor passing her by the
first time. Julia knew that it was hers for the taking, in this community
of uppity women and the men and women who love them.
This is what it means to be one of those uppity women. We claim our
grace. We speak our whole truth. We keep the faith by holding the
present and the future in tension. We do it because the people who
came before us made it possible. We do it for the sake of those who
come next, whoever it is who must hold the extravagant promises of
God in tension with a painful present because they have no choice.
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50th Anniversary Celebration of
Women’s Ordination
Anne Laurence

February 2 was a joyous day at Grace because we celebrated the
ELCA’s 50th anniversary of the ordination of women! There wasn’t a
party or anything like that; the day commemorated the first time a
woman in the Lutheran church could preside and serve the elements
during worship, so the focus was on Sunday worship, with women
leading every part of the service. All the music was written and
sung by women (though Mark Bowman did play organ and piano
…thanks Mark!); an interpretative dance was performed by women
young and old; Pastor Raquel Rodriguez presided; Pastor Kaari Reierson, who was ordained here at Grace, preached at both services;
and Pastor Elizabeth Palmer gave the Benediction. The readings and
prayers that day recognized the rich legacy of Biblical women, the
faith and tenacity of the pioneering women who worked so hard for
change in our denomination, and all the women in each of our lives
who were important in our faith development.
Christine Collins designed and stitched a beautiful banner for the
day, based on the Exodus story of Miriam leading in jubilant celebration “with timbrels and dancing” for the people’s liberation from slavery under Pharaoh. Grace congregations will cherish the banner long
after this anniversary observance is over.
We truly are blessed to have so many talented women in our midst!
During the intergenerational education hour, Christine described
the inspiration for and meaning of her banner. Everyone played a
game meant to show how such a significant issue, like women’s ordination, affects individuals. The remaining time was devoted to a
study of some of the Biblical passages that were used to argue for or
against women’s ordination. It’s always thought-provoking to look at
a question or issue through the eyes of different ages, and that day
was no different.
Folks who stayed for coffee and lunch in Fellowship Hall could spend
a while looking at the timeline of religious and secular events leading
up to and following the ordination of women. Some would learn and
others would recall that the Lutheran Women’s Caucus, organized to
advocate for full participation of women in the church; they could
not ignore and so took on other social inequities, such as equal pay,
reproductive rights, racism, and concern for third world poverty and
oppression. The timeline, though, could not depict the scorn and hatred encountered by Caucus members, which included Grace members Carolyn Utech and Rachel Stark Inch, and all the other women
who worked tirelessly for the full inclusion of women in public ministry. Every one of those women should be very proud of their battle
scars.
Fifty years ago, women were allowed to be ordained in the Lutheran
church, but specifically only white women. It took ten more years
before women of color would be ordained; and it wasn’t until 2009
that LGBTQ people of faith in committed relationships were able to
be ordained. Sometimes a revolution can seem more like evolution.
But as slow as it seemed, the fight for the ordination of women and
LGBTQ people was worth the struggle. Our worship and our service
to others surely are enriched by the voices, talents and devotion that
these people offer to the church!
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First Grace Grubby Sunday was a Down and Dirty Success!
Grubby Sunday is an initiative with
two hoped-for ends.
Clare Tallon Ruen

One is the obvious: to get stuff done. Relying on two Saturdays a year
doesn’t bring in many helpers, is focused mainly on yardwork, and
leaves a lot undone.
Another reason is to grow a community of stewards. The theory is
this: If we treat Grace as our beloved home, we will be more invested,
more involved. Pope Francis’s encyclical is about care for our common
home. He is urging us to consider the earth as our home. Let us begin
with our little patch of heaven at Grace.
The plan is to have Grubby Sunday quarterly; that way we can anticipate the next date and grow the list of things needing attention. We
can sometimes move past maintenance and take on fun projects, like
painting and decorating spaces. Please join us by interacting with the
signs and helping out! The signs are posted on the wall to the left of
the lift, upper level. The kitchen poster is near the kitchen. Sometimes
an item on the list will be a wish for something (for instance: small
corner tables with baskets on them for the bathrooms).

Notes from the first Grubby Sunday:
Thanks to Liz for organizing jobs for us all; to Martha for boldly attacking the stove; to Amy for jumping in and not stopping until her
daughters made her leave; to Holly for going into the dark shed and
organizing it; to Aaron for taking a wire clipper to YOU’s phone system since YOU is no longer renting space at Grace; to Carl and Joe
for figuring out how to fix the broken tables; to Steve for feeding us
(that needs to be on the list every time); and to the rest of y’all for
your work and your children’s work (and to Kaari for presiding over
the service at the last minute because Pastor Daniel was snowed in
and unable to get back in time to preside for the worship service).
Many were able to sort play food and puzzle pieces and dolls. I was
touched to see teens and tots together sorting their toys. We’ve made
an investment. A lot of wheels are turning, and suggestions for making Grace work better and be more welcoming are making their way
to the signs.
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Grace’s Interfaith Action Vision Keepers 2020

Sally Schleker and Taína Rodríguez Encarnación
Sally and Taína, Grace credits you with bringing new visions,
increased energy, and inspiration to its ministries. Your leadership,
commitment to education, and expertise are praiseworthy. Your
page in the booklet hardly gives credit to all your accomplishments.
Just know that Grace treasures you!
When you have cooperative leaders like Sally Schleker and Taína Rodríguez Encarnación, who serve a larger mission together, your organization shines.
Sally and Taína exemplify powerful Council leadership at Grace, leading our Ministry of Affirmation, Courage, and Care through education,
outreach, advocacy, and administration.
Taína recently finished a very successful Council Chair tenure. Sally
continues to serve on Grace’s Council. Together, they brought new
visions, increased energy, and mutual inspiration to the ministry of
Grace. As leaders, Sally and Taína model their beliefs through the power of learning and the call of discipleship. Sally facilitates Grace’s ‘First
Followers’ Sunday School ministry, providing a caring and immersive
curriculum for our older kids. Taína is in her second year of the Lutheran church’s national ‘Diakonia’ program—an intensive course of
study that covers history, doctrine, church life, and discipleship.
They are likewise powerful servant-leaders in our community. Sally
consistently offers to host outreach activities, such as Y.O.U.’s annual
gift drive and Bread for the World’s annual offering of advocacy letters. Taína regularly films and posts Grace’s livestream on our facebook page, along with important events in the life of the church.
Grace is honored to present Sally and Taína as our Vision Keepers, giving thanks to God for their leadership on Council, their commitment
to education, their applied expertise, and their mutual joy.
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Fasting for Lent?
A traditional way to observe Lent is to participate in some form of
fasting. This year why not try the method shown in this image?
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